Les Délices at Plymouth: Dido’s Lament
with Maria Christina Cleary & Clara Rottsolk
(March 11)
by Daniel Hathaway
Les Délices’ artistic director Debra Nagy
quipped to the audience in Herr Chapel at
Plymouth Church on Sunday, March 11, that
the afternoon’s program could be nicknamed
“Dido three ways.” Joined by the wonderful
soprano Clara Rottsolk and the splendid
Baroque harpist Maria Christina Cleary,
Nagy and her ensemble explored the tragic
story of Dido, Queen of Carthage, as
chronicled in gripping performances of
highly dramatic music by a trio of
composers: Francesco Cavalli,
Michel-Pignolet de Montéclair, and Henry
Purcell.
Cleary demonstrated the colorful timbre of her Baroque harp in a Purcell prelude.
Then violinists Julie Andrijeski and Scott Metcalfe, violist Allison Monroe, gambist
Jaap ter Linden, and harpsichordist Eric Milnes joined Baroque oboist Debra Nagy to
set up the emotional ambiance for Dido’s triple demise. Three movements from
Purcell’s near-opera King Arthur — a Symphony, the song Fairest Isle, and a
Chaconne — were followed by Michelangelo Rossi’s Toccata settima, a wrenchingly
chromatic keyboard work expressively adapted by Cleary for solo harp.
Dido first accepted her fate in three excerpts from Cavalli’s opera La Didone. Over
improvised music, Nagy declaimed narrative from Patricia Johnson’s recent
translation of Book IV of The Aeneid between Rottsolk’s dramatic scenes.
Nagy and Andrijeski provided an interlude in the form of the “Plainte” and
“Passacaille” from Marin Marais’ Suite in g. Somber enough at first, the mood was

soon enlivened by elaborate runs where the two soloists chased each other like
playful squirrels.
Dido’s second self-sacrifice was depicted in Montéclair’s La
Mort de Didon, a cantata that finds Rottsolk as the Queen
vacillating between anger and resignation. The original
orchestration was enriched by Nagy’s addition of parts for
second violin and viola. Although intended for the drawing
room, the Montéclair is theatrical in its own right with its
slashing dotted rhythms and restless instrumental lines.
An interlude from the pen of Purcell included his Pavane in 4
Parts and Chacony — the third chaconne of the afternoon and
a particularly sprightly one. Then came the most famous treatment of Dido’s death,
“When I am laid in earth,” from Purcell’s own Dido and Aeneas, preceded by the
recitative in which the Queen takes leave of her confidante Belinda.
Les Délices’ winning combination of rigorous scholarship and unpretentious delivery
again worked laudably in the ensemble’s favor on Sunday afternoon. While an
afternoon devoted principally to lamentation could be a downer, Nagy balanced this
program with contrasting works, and populated her ensemble with just the right
artists to pull it off.
Rottsolk’s strong communicative powers
completely engaged the audience, and Cleary,
ter Linden, and Milnes provided continuously
colorful realizations of the composers’ bass
lines. If, like Dido, you have to shuffle off this
mortal coil more than once in an afternoon,
these are the people you want to have
supporting you.
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